
 

Warc releases the 2020 Effective Social Strategy Report

Warc has now released the 2020 Effective Social Strategy Report, featuring insights and themes from the global Warc
Awards, highlighting key social trends for effective marketing

Social's role in marketing continues to evolve as it increasingly plays a role in linking brand and performance marketing and
in converting engagement into effectiveness via social commerce.

This is one of the conclusions outlined in Warc's latest study, the 2020 Effective Social Strategy Report, which provides
insights and themes from the winners of the Effective Social Strategy category of the 2020 Warc Awards. It also includes
an assessment of the implications for advertisers, agencies and media owners alongside contributions from members of the
judging panel and other expert commentary.

Also highlighted in the report is the need for social strategies to be relevant not just to the audience they're targeting but
also the platform where they run, and that brands facing dramatic shifts in budget can learn from the social efforts of non-
profits.

Lucy Aitken, managing editor, case studies, Warc, comments:

https://www.bizcommunity.com/


Warc's 2020 Effective Social Strategy Report identifies four key themes:
Linking brand and performance marketing

A clearly articulated social strategy can help join the dots between brand and performance marketing. When insights mined
from social platforms are combined with the right data, it becomes easier to target the right people with the right message at
the right time, boosting click-through rates and subsequent engagement.

German Rail did just that with social video showing young Germans how much money and CO2 could be saved through
domestic tourism.

Carla Funk, senior strategic planner, Ogilvy Germany, advises: "To link brand and performance marketing, avoid silo
mentality and embrace a common goal."

S-commerce is on the rise

Social commerce is becoming more prevalent, particularly due to brands accelerating their e-commerce strategies
because of lockdowns: 62% of brands say they will decrease their investment in brand advertising in the coming months,
while 32% say they will be spending more on e-commerce.

This year's winners, particularly those in the Quick Service Restaurant (QSR) sector, offer valuable lessons in how to
engage people throughout the funnel and convert engagement into effectiveness. Burger King achieved a sales uplift by
promoting its new product through a campaign based on 'creeping' on social media influencers' pages.

More recently, new iterations of social commerce have started to emerge, particularly in China where consumers are
starting to purchase more regularly from livestreams and short-form videos.

Jury member Zoe Virtue, head of social & digital, Mango Communications, says: "While consumer behaviour evolves, so
must brands. The only certainty from here is that when it comes to e-commerce, social media will continue to be one of the
most important channels."

Audience and platform relevance is needed

Social strategies must be rooted in both platform and audience culture if they're to be relevant to both the audience they're
targeting and the platform where they run. This is particularly the case when targeting younger audiences. Care must be
taken to execute authentically and on the right platform for the right audience: for instance, TikTok is now as popular as
Twitter among 18- to 24-year-olds in the UK.

Brands can learn from non-profits

Non-profit brands can offer commercial enterprises some inspiration on developing a successful social media strategy and
achieving reach on a limited budget.

For example, a simple Instagram idea, through Facebook Creative Shop for WWF, hijacked Black Friday by targeting
people in a shopping frame of mind only to reveal a powerful message around endangered species.

The 2020 Effective Social Strategy Report in full is available to Warc subscribers on warc.com and includes in-depth

“ We've analysed this year's winning case studies to identify the key social marketing trends and the main drivers that

link a social strategy to business success. In this report, we provide actionable insights for marketers and agencies that
can be applied to the social strategies of future campaigns. ”

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001UEjdKTz01RBbntUwFpdIU-hL_yYE_FWP8YO-wxCLGOK0gQ5EihZki8N9GJY5q3xMnMpGFCJb2WoVlSG0A8HBKzTRrXznfGwl-VtKINwFQBUgPPRKybwRnWj-s7eToi1gXoukRDwqS0xqwtkxIpMr8FOm64YIq2OZ&c=gHsQ9BFGQSLikcM-xhuaiKKq9H9k1hs0MNKgwiGt0MRXJFf2NylYAQ==&ch=Gec5DT6kCP3so4b8IrIo2aKibW5C4EPij2w7XrYgd5-ivmvgbToYAw==


chapter analysis with views and opinions from the judges, what the trends mean for advertisers, agencies and media
owners, data analysis and summaries - objectives, insights, strategies and results - of the winning case studies.

Next year's Warc Awards will launch in October 2020. Free to enter, there is a $40,000 prize fund for the winning papers.
View here for more information.
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